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Intro:  At RTBC we believe that the Spiritual Life is a Journey of learning to walk with God.  Journey anyone can take 
Starts with a Personal relationship with God through Jesus, at which point you begin that Journey   
1Peter 2:2  “Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow up in your salvation…”  
 
Growing people is just like growing plants.  You can’t MAKE something…or someone grow…  What you CAN do is create the 
environment in which growth is most likely to take place.  While I cant MAKE my flowers grow.  Water, Sun, Fertilizer, Weed 
 
To that end we have defined a Path based on what the bible teaches that will help you grow 

• WW     GG     SMT    SNF   GG MM 
 
My job today is to talk about the last one Maturing Measurably.   In doing that I want to look with you at Heb 5:11-14 pg 848 

6 Myths of Spiritual Maturity 
 
1.   I Can Grow Spiritually Without Exerting Myself.   Vs 11 
Slow to Learn:   Lit =to be slow, sluggish, lazy or slothful!   
Not talking about having a natural limitation, but a limitation imposed because you simply don’t apply yourself 
ILLUS:  Sometimes we think to ourselves, I will just hang out and I will grow automatically, naturally 

That is not more likely to happen than if you take a flower home and put it on the porch, say, Im not going to water, 
sun, fertilizer, never pay attention to it…and it will be ok! 

 Picture of plant on back porch 
 (I will occasionally talk with people, they will say, not growing spiritually,  Devotions?  Worship?  Study?) 
 
2.  I Will Grow Spiritually as a Natural Result of Time Passing.  Vs 12 
By this time…elementary truths all over again! 
This myth is all about time.  If I just hang around church and spiritual things long enough I will grow!   
I know some people that say, I am spiritually mature, grown up spiritually because I have been in church 20 years! 
 
But, when you begin to talk with them you realize, they don’t have 20 years of walking with Jesus. 
They have 2 years 10 times!  1 year…20 times!  They have never progressed beyond the first stages because they haven’t 
applied themselves!  They continually make the same mistakes, they continually fall into the same traps, Same problems!   
 
Just because time has passed, it doesn’t mean you have grown.  It may just mean…time has passed!  True of the Hebrews 
 
3.  I Can Grow Spiritually by Feeding off a Diet of Spiritual Milk Prepared by Others.  Vs 12,13 
You need milk, not solid food 

• Repentance  Faith  Baptism 
• Laying on Hands Resurrection Judgment 

ILLUS:  Some people never learn to feed themselves spiritually.   They are always dependant upon someone else (birds) 
 They never learn to read the bible for themselves.  They never learn how to study and grow. 
 I talk to people who say, “I’m going to a church, and I never learn anything…not growing.” 
 True that sometime what is being preached isn’t helpful, but you also have to ask…what are YOU doing? 
  

Are you involved in a GG?  SS Class?  Personal bible study of any kind? Or, dependant upon someone else? 
 WW,  GG…We have it included in our Path for a reason! 
 
4.  I Can Grow Spiritually Without Engaging in Any Kind of Personal Ministry.  Vs 13 
Not acquainted with:  Lit = To be Unskilled; to not have any practical experience;  To be clumsy because unfamiliar 
 ILLUS: When I was in Cuba, Handed them a Concordance. They were unskilled, but, quickly learned 
  When I go to Mexico, I work in the Kitchen.  Give me a knife, tomatos, onions, potatos 
   

Some of us are that way with ministry.  We KNOW intellectually what to do…be we aren’t skilled 
              Key:  You CANNOT grow spiritually apart from practical ministry!  You can have all the understanding in world 
            But, until you actually get in the trenches and start serving others you are unskilled! 
 
          That is one reason I LOVED the Mexico trip this year though I could not go.   
           Parents and children serving along side, Mom’s and dads teaching their children about ministry! 
          There is NO substitute for experience.  What SS lesson, Craft Activity, What Sermon, What Song teach? 
 



          I see it all the time.  Someone goes on a Mission trip and it totally rearranges their life.  Why? 
          Because of the Personal EXPERIENCE.  It binds the reality of God’s love to your heart and mind powerfully 
 
5.  I Can Grow Spiritually Without Any Kind Personal Spiritual Discipline.  Vs 14 
Two key elements:   1. What you do:  Habitually practice 

2. Who does it.  YOU do! 
 

Constant Use:  Lit =  Habit, practice, Custom:  Word is used to describe someone training for Olympic games - 
espescially as it relates to involving ALL 5 senses! 

    Again, those mission trips are key!   
    Words cannot communicate the reality of Sacrifice we saw in Cuba.   
    105, No air, humidity so thick you could cut it with knife, 3 fans, 2 3 yr old little girl napping 
 
Trained Themselves:  Lit = Taken personal responsibility for your own spiritual growth and development 

• Read through bible Prayer Journal  Never Served on Min Team 
• Regular Devotions Never fasted a day Never Worked Food Pantry,  Winter Relief 
 

There is an entire generation of Christians that have convinced themselves that Spiritual Maturity is to be equated with being 
a “Judge” of what happens on Sunday am!  I have been in church all my life, so I can evaluate what is “good” and “bad” 
My tenure and my knowledge make me “Spiritually Mature!” 
 
6.  Maturity is Defined by What I KNOW, Not by What I DO!  Vs 14 
Distinguish good from Evil:  To decide between, to determine; to separate 
What is Helpful…from what is Harmful! 
 
ILLUS:  Take a baby and put him in the woods…Sees a berry, he will eat it…No concept of, that is harmful, deadly even 
He has no ability to distinguish what will be good for him from what will be bad and harmful 
 
Some of us are that way with life.  We do not have enough spiritual experience to be able to determine that spiritually! 
Bill Hybels calls it the “wack” factor!   Do something long enough, you learn, that SEEMS like a good idea, but DON’T! 
 
Some people never learn that…They haven’t learned that God’s desire for them to Grow is for their own GOOD! 
He wants us to grow to maturity…so that we can protect ourselves from the things that will destroy us. 
Spiritual maturity is for our own good.  When we don’t develop the capacity to make good choices…good spiritual and moral 
choices, we end up hurting ourself…and others. 
 
Take a look at this… 
 
CONCL:  
If you have bought into some of the Myths of Spiritual Maturity, for yourself…or your children, may want to rethink them 
I can tell you right where to begin. 
 
 Worshiping Weekly 
 Gathering in Groups 
 Serving on a Ministry Team 
 Sharing Near and Far 
 Giving Generously 
 Maturing Measurably  


